INTO THE  SHADOWS
some sort of a coalition should be brought into being; but he
was also determined that no room in it should be "found for
Grenville, Spencer and Windham, who had so consistently
opposed him since they went out of office. Pitt suggested that
Addington might accept a peerage; and outlined a scheme
whereby he would become Speaker of the House of Lords. By the
middle of March the negotiations had completely broken down.
Pitt thereupon committed his version of the talks to writing,
and submitted it as a letter to Addington. Some further corre-
spondence ensued; but to the world it was now quite obvious
that an old friendship had become strained to breaking point;
and the gossips lost no time in placing their own construction
on the affair.
The talks had been conducted without the King's knowledge
or approval. On April 20th, however, Addington mentioned
. them during an audience following a Drawing Room. George
was much put out: he felt that he should have been consulted
earlier. Aldington's version was probably not altogether fair
to Pitt. For George in rather a biting way observed when he
had heard what his First Minister had to say:
He [Pitt] desires to put the Crown in commission—he carries his
plan of removals so extremely far and high that it might reach me!
Pitt's friends urged him to see the King in person, or at least to
write a letter explaining his version of the discussions. He
refused to take either course of action; but he did ask Addington
to place his letters before the King so that his own position might
be safeguarded. On April 27th Addington acceded to his friend's
request; but the King refused to read the correspondence.
It is a foolish business from one end to the other. It was begun ill,
conducted ill, and terminated ill.
Such was George's observation, made to Pelham, the Home
Secretary, on April 29th.
There is no doubt whatever that the negotiations were badly
managed on both sides, as the Duke of York said to Mahnesbury.
In my own view of the transaction, both parties were in the wrong.
It has been so managed as to put Pitt's return to office, though more
necessary than ever, at a greater distance than ever.
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